Express yourself
Contact your independent agent and ask about
Progressive Motorcycle Insurance.
To find a local agent, go to progressiveagent.com.
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Customize that policy
A Progressive policy gets you the basics every biker
needs, like Bodily Injury and Property Damage Liability,
Comprehensive and Collision, Uninsured/Underinsured
Motorist, and Medical Payments. Your independent agent
can help you figure out the limits and deductibles that fit
your budget.
Then, for added protection, consider customizing with:

› A dditional Accessory coverage. Cover up to $30,000
worth of custom parts and equipment.

› D isappearing Deductibles. Lower your Comprehensive
and Collision deductible by 25 percent for each claim-free
policy period.

› R oadside Assistance. Get help on the spot, or a tow
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to the nearest qualified repair shop, at no out-of-pocket
cost. It’s all for just $10 a year.

It’s more than just a set of wheels. It’s an expression of
freedom and individuality.

› T ransport Trailer coverage. Get up to $10,000 worth

Choose Progressive, and you choose the #1 insurer of
motorcycles in America. You get a policy customized to your
needs, expert claims service, and unbeatable value.

› T rip Interruption coverage. Break down more than

of Physical Damage coverage for your trailer.

100 miles from home, and get up to $500 for lodging,
transportation and food while your bike’s in the shop.

Save while you ride
See how affordable a Progressive policy is. Be sure to ask
about discounts for bundling with a Progressive Auto or
Progressive Home Advantage policy, owning multiple bikes,
paying in full, and more.

Get back in the saddle fast when you
have a claim
Many of our claims specialists are also bikers. Their passion
and know-how will get your bike fixed right and get you
back on the road fast.

